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Hidden Credentials and OSBE

• Hidden Credentials and Oblivious Signature-Based Envelopes
(OSBE) allow a message recipient to decrypt a message only
if the recipient possesses a signature on a document (such as
a credential) specified by the message sender.

• By applying the basic construction to individual shares in a
secret sharing scheme, access control policies consisting of a
monotone Boolean function of the signatures that a message
recipient is required to possess can be supported.

• The message sender learns absolutely nothing about what
signatures (credentials) the recipient actually has.

• If the message sender does not tell the recipient what
signatures are required to decrypt a message, a recipient who
does not satisfy the sender’s policy only obtains limited
information about the policy.



Oblivious Attribute Certificates

• OACerts are not hidden in the sense of a hidden credential.

• A certificate holder gives the oblivious attribute certificate to
the message sender for signature, validity, and ownership
verification, just like an ordinary certificate.

• In fact, OACerts are compatible with existing certificate
standards, since they are just ordinary certificates with
commitments to attribute values in place of attribute values.

• The commitments reveal no information about the actual
committed attribute values unless they are opened by the
certificate holder.



Predicates on Committed Attribute Values

• Opening a commitment is not the only thing that can be done
with one.

• It is possible to prove that a committed value satisfies a
certain predicate without revealing what the committed value
is (assuming that more than one value satisfies the predicate).

• The details of the proof protocol and what predicates are
suppported depends on the commitment scheme.

• However, the purpose of such a proof is precisely to convince
the verifier that the predicate is true. The verifier can in no
way remain oblivious to the truth of the predicate.



Oblivious Commitment-Based Envelope

• As in the case of Hidden Credentials and OSBE, it may be
enough if the “prover” is only able to decrypt a message from
the “verifier” if the prover satisfies the verifier’s policy:
namely, if a certain predicate is true of a committed attribute
value.

• An Oblivious Commitment-Based Envelope (OCBE) conceals
its contents unless this predicate is true of the committed
value.

• Note that it is the responsibility of the message sender to
verify that the committed value is actually the attribute value
on which the predicate is intended to be evaluated. (This is
why the commitment is inside an OACert.)

• The envelope is called oblivious because the sender cannot tell
whether the receiver is able to open it.



Requirements for OCBE

An OCBE protocol is

• sound if the receiver can decrypt the message (open the
envelope) whenever the committed attribute value satisfies
the sender’s predicate

• oblivious if the sender cannot distinguish between two
receivers with different committed attribute values

• secure against the receiver if the receiver cannot decrypt the
message when the committed attribute value does not satisfy
the sender’s predicate



Obliviousness Game



Security Against the Receiver Game



Summary of Contributions

• This paper presents OCBE protocols for the Pedersen
commitment scheme.

• Six kinds of integer comparison predicates are supported:
=, 6=, <,≤, >,≥.
(Why do we say six “kinds” of predicates, and not just six
predicates?)

• Li and Li claim that “these predicates seem to be the most
useful ones for testing attribute values in access control
policies” (p. 4). Discussion: do you agree?

• Predicates can be combined using conjunctions and
disjunctions to form monotone Boolean access policies.



The Pedersen Commitment Scheme

• Let p and q be large primes such that q divides p − 1, and Gq

be the unique subgroup of order q in Z∗p, the multiplicative
group of integers modulo p. Given a generator g of Gq (any
element of Gq except 1), choose h ∈ Gq such that no one
knows logg h. (Can h be 1?)

• In order to commit to a value a ∈ Zq, the committer chooses
r ∈ Zq uniformly at random. The commitment to a is then
c = gahr .

• This commitment reveals no information about a even to a
computationally unbounded attacker, since gahr is uniformly
distributed in Gq.

• The commitment c is opened by revealing a and r . The
verifier checks that c = gahr .



Properties of the Pedersen Commitment Scheme

• Recall that we assume that no one (or only a trusted third
party) knows logg h. That is, it is assumed to be
computationally intractable to compute logg h.

• We will show that if a committer is able to open a
commitment gahr to any value other than a, then the
committer can easily compute logg h.

• Suppose that there exist a, a′ ∈ Zq such that a 6= a′ and
gahr = ga′hr

′
for some r and r ′. Then

logg h =
a− a′

r ′ − r
mod q.

• Thus it must be computationally intractable to find a way to
open the commitment gahr to a value a′ 6= a.



Reductions

• This paper first presents OCBE constructions for equality
predicates (EQ-OCBE) and greater-than-or-equal-to
predicates (GE-OCBE).

• Less-than-or-equal-to predicates (LE-OCBE) are very similar
to GE-OCBE.

• Logical ∧ and ∨ can be implemented using secret sharing.

• <, >, 6=, and membership in an interval can be expressed
using LE-OCBE, GE-OCBE, and the Boolean connectives.



Reductions

Assume that we have constructions for EQ-OCBE, GE-OCBE, and
LE-OCBE, that is, that the sender can test whether a = a0,
a ≥ a0, and a ≤ a0 for its choice of a0. Then

• a > a0 if and only if a ≥ a0 + 1 (GT-OCBE).

• a < a0 if and only if a ≤ a0 − 1 (LT-OCBE).

• a 6= a0 if and only if a < a0 ∨ a > a0 (NE-OCBE).

The homomorphic property of the Pedersen commitment scheme
also allows the message sender to compute a commitment to a
linear combination of committed values using just commitments to
those values:

c = ga1b1+···+anbnhr = (ga1hr1)b1 · · · (ganhrn)bn = cb11 · · · c
bn
n .

An integer comparison predicate can then be applied to the derived
commitment c .



EQ-OCBE

• In EQ-OCBE, the sender wants to test whether the receiver’s
attribute value a is equal to a0, a value chosen by the sender.

• The basic idea is that the sender and receiver will run a key
agreement protocol such that they agree on a shared key only
if a = a0. The message in the OCBE envelope is encrypted
using this shared key (if it exists).

• The receiver has a, r , and c , where c = gahr .

• The sender has c and the message M that it wants to put in
the OCBE envelope.



EQ-OCBE

• The sender randomly chooses y ∈ Zq and computes
σ = (cg−a0)y , then sends η = hy and the encryption of M
using σ as a symmetric key to the receiver.

• If a = a0, the receiver computes
σ′ = ηr = (hr )y = (cg−a0)y = σ.

• The receiver uses σ′ to decrypt the message M that the
sender encrypted with symmetric key σ.

• The sender does not learn whether the receiver was able to
recover σ. Thus nothing is revealed about a, the value
committed as c .



GE-OCBE

• In GE-OCBE, the sender wants to test whether the receiver’s
attribute value a is greater than or equal to a0.

• A parameter ` determines the maximum length in bits of a
and a0.

• The receiver computes the difference d = a− a0 and commits
to each individual bit di of d using a random ri ∈ Zq. The `
commitments c0, c1, . . . , c`−1 are given to the sender.

• The sender chooses ` symmetric keys k0, k1, . . . , k`−1,
combines them into a master key k, encrypts the message M
using k , then encrypts each ki in two ways to get 2`
additional ciphertexts C 0

0 ,C
1
0 , . . . ,C

0
`−1,C

1
`−1.

• If a ≥ a0, the receiver recovers k0, k1, . . . , k`−1 from
C 0
0 ,C

1
0 , . . . ,C

0
`−1,C

1
`−1 using its knowledge of the bits of d ,

combines them all to get k , and uses k to decrypt the
message.



GE-OCBE

• GE-OCBE is complicated, unintuitive, and inefficient
(computational and communication cost linear in the size of a
and a0).

• We aren’t going to go over the details. . .
because there’s a better solution!

• Jiangtao Li and Ninghui Li, “A Construction for General and
Efficient Oblivious Commitment Based Envelope Protocols,”
Eighth International Conference on Information and
Communications Security (ICICS ’06), December 2006.



A More General Construction

• Recall that the solution presented in this paper requires a new
OCBE protocol to be devised for every class of predicate that
the sender wants to use.

• Li and Li observed that given a zero-knowledge proof protocol
that proves that a committed value satisfies a predicate, it is
possible to build an OCBE protocol for that predicate with
constant additional cost.

• This construction uses the zero-knowledge proof protocol as a
“black box,” meaning that we can immediately take advantage
of all of the work that has gone into devising such protocols.

• This is good news, because there are zero-knowledge proof
protocols with constant computational and communication
costs for all the predicate types that the OCBE constructions
in this paper support, and more.



A Further Property of the Pedersen Commitment Scheme

• A principal can prove the ability to open two commitments to
the same value a without revealing this value. (Why don’t we
say “prove that two commitments are commitments to the
same value”?)

• Let c = gahr and c ′ = gahr
′

be two different commitments to
the same value a. Then

c

c ′
=

gahr

gahr ′
= hr−r

′
.

• Knowledge of r − r ′ implies that anyone who knows r can
easily find r ′ and vice versa, so that person can open c as a if
and only if she is able to open c ′ as a. However, r − r ′ reveals
nothing to someone who knows neither r nor r ′.



A More General Construction

• As in the constructions in this paper, the receiver gives the
sender the commitment c = gahr and the sender reveals the
predicate p to be enforced to the receiver.

• If p(a) is true, let a′ = a; otherwise let a′ be a random value
such that p(a) is true. The receiver computes c ′ = ga′hr

′
,

where r ′ is randomly chosen from Zq, and sends c ′ to the
sender.

• The sender and receiver now engage in a zero-knowledge
proof protocol that convinces the sender that the committed
value corresponding to c ′ satisfies the predicate p.



A More General Construction

• The sender randomly chooses y ∈ Zq and computes
σ = (c/c ′)y , then sends η = hy and the encryption of the
message using σ as a symmetric key to the receiver.

• If p(a) is true, the receiver computes
σ′ = ηr−r

′
= (hr−r

′
)y = (c/c ′)y = σ.

• The receiver uses σ′ to decrypt the message that the sender
encrypted with symmetric key σ.

• The sender does not learn whether the receiver was able to
recover σ—that is, whether the value committed as c is equal
to the value committed as c ′. Thus nothing is revealed about
a, the value committed as c.



Strengths of OACerts

• OACerts are compatible with existing certificate standards,
since they are just ordinary certificates with commitments to
attribute values in place of attribute values. They can be
issued and revoked in conventional ways.

• The commitments stored in an OACert can be used in multiple
ways, depending on the level of privacy protection required:
they can be opened directly, proven to satisfy some predicate
without revealing other information through zero-knowledge
proof techniques, or used in the OCBE protocols of this paper.



Limitations of OACerts

• A certificate holder must give the oblivious attribute
certificate to the message sender for signature and ownership
verification. This means that unlike hidden credential
schemes, OACerts do not hide the fact that a certificate
holder possesses a certificate from a certain authority.

• The policy that the message sender wishes to enforce must be
revealed to the message recipient.

• Integer comparisons are a useful class of constraints, but it
may be very difficult to devise OCBE protocols for more
expressive predicates, such as pattern matching in strings.



Summary

• Unlike Hidden Credentials, OACerts conceal attribute values,
not the credentials themselves.

• A message sender obliviously enforces an access policy
consisting of a monotone Boolean function of predicates
evaluated on the hidden attribute values.

• This paper gives constructions for integer comparison
predicates using the Pedersen commitment scheme.
Supporting other predicate types requires new OCBE
protocols to be devised.



Questions/Comments


